CASE STUDY
Police Scotland

Overview
Police Scotland is the official police service for Scotland, formally
established in April 2013 after the amalgamation of all eight of its
territorial police forces. The service is the second largest police force
in the United Kingdom, after the Metropolitan Police, covering the
entire length and breadth of Scotland.

“The best feature is the officers
remaining in the communities
and not at Court”.
Nick Topping, Area Commander,
Aberdeen North

Police Scotland’s key purpose is to ensure the safety of the people
and communities in which it serves. Over past years, the desire
to increase the efficiency of the service became a key priority.
This, together with a heightened number of cases of assault and
threatening behaviour towards police, prompted the service to seek a
comprehensive solution; this solution was partially achieved through
the introduction of Body Worn Cameras (BWC).

The Challenge
Officers are confronted with a wide variety of challenges each day
when working to keep their communities safe. When faced with a
threatening or already escalated situation, Officers are expected
to remain in control and to gather evidence, even when anti-social
behaviour or even physical aggression is directed towards them.

Key Benefits

Incidents such as these result in time-consuming paperwork, and
minimal or unclear evidence often results in time spent in court for
both Officers and members of the public.

(( HD video & audio recording

The Solution

(( Secure and encrypted storage

With an aim to increase the quality and efficiency of its service, and
that of the criminal justice programme, Police Scotland invested in a
primary trial of Body Worn Video Cameras from Edesix.

(( 8-14 hours continuous recording
capacity

(( Klick Fast compatible
(( Pre-record function available
(( Robust & waterproof

The roll-out of the VideoBadge, initially in Aberdeen, was directed
not only at improving evidence gathering, but at increasing criminal
conviction rates, implementing an end to end process to reduce time
spent on paperwork and to assist the strategic aims of its Criminal
Justice Partners. The initial trial resulted in significant success, and
further investment in the Edesix VideoBadge.
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(( Easy to use
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Results
From the information gathered during the initial trial period, the
following key findings were made.

95%

63

32

Of reported cases,
involving BWC
evidence, resulted in
an early guilty plea

Civilian witnesses not
required to attend
court due to evidence
acquired from a BWC

Officers not required
to attend court thanks
to those early
guilty pleas

After the clear successes of the initial pilot, Police Scotland undertook
a further roll-out of Body Worn Cameras, widening their use and
resulting in the following findings:

Key Success Factors
(( Early guilty pleas thanks to supporting
BWC evidence
(( Significantly fewer Officers required to
appear in court

91%

Early guilty pleas in 91% of cases involving BWC

(( Reduced number of civilian witnesses
required to appear in court
(( Quicker and just handling of formal
complaints

697

Officers not required to attend court thanks to the
evidence on their BWC

(( Less aggression by members of the
public towards Officers
(( Increased feeling of safety for Officers
and the community

453

Civilian witnesses not required to attend court due
to BWC enforced early guilty pleas

Interested?

0

No complaints against police wearing BWCs were
substantiated

If you think that VideoBadge can help your
company in any way then please feel free to
give us a call on:

0131 510 0232
or alternatively send an email to:

Police Scotland currently utilise 339 VideoBadges which have
been rolled out across A Devision which covers Aberdeen City,
Aberdeenshire & Moray Police Divisions.

sales@edesix.com

Today, VideoBadges are used by Police Officers throughout Scotland
and prove themselves to be a valuable asset in the collection of vital
evidence and deterring aggressive behaviour on a daily basis.
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